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ERI GROUP OPENS NEW 34,000 SF MANUFACTURING SPACE  
 

Golden, CO – March 19, 2024  – ERI Group, a leader in end-to-end medical product design and 

development, quality assurance, regulatory affairs and contract manufacturing services, announces that it 

has opened a 34,000 square-foot manufacturing facility located at 5045 Robb Street in Arvada, Colorado. 

The new manufacturing facility will allow ERI Group to expand its contract manufacturing services and is 

located between the company’s current headquarters in Golden and the design studio in central Denver. 

 

The new space will support the company’s ongoing growth and expansion of its manufacturing capabilities. 

Complementing the new space, ERI announces continued growth across all divisions as one of the most 

comprehensive medical, healthcare and wellness product development companies focusing on high-value, 

complex electromechanical equipment.   

“Our new manufacturing facility represents not just an expansion, but a testament to our dedication to 

innovation, quality and customer satisfaction,” says Natasha Bond, CEO of ERI Group. “Our mission is to 

serve medical device companies, entrepreneurs and visionaries who bring life-changing products to market 

and through our new expanded facility, we can meet the needs of more customers longer into their product 

journey.”   

ERI Group’s new manufacturing facility is equipped with advanced technology and fully integrated inventory 

management systems. The new facility not only enhances ERI Group’s operational efficiency but also 

opens up substantial opportunities for future expansion. 

“This new manufacturing facility will better position us to increase our capacity, expand our scope of 

services and volume to better meet the needs of our customers,” says John Mann, Vice President of 

Operations for ERI Group. “Both of our existing sites, as well as the new manufacturing facility, will operate 

under the same stringent quality standards, as evidenced by our ISO-13485 and ISO-9001 certifications, 

ensuring a smooth and planned transition of all ongoing manufacturing commitments, with consistency in 

staff and quality management systems across all three sites.” 

About ERI Group  

ERI Group brings medical innovations to life. We offer a full-service approach — from Product Design and 

Development, Quality Assurance and Regulatory Affairs to Contract Manufacturing. With 35 years of 

experience and deep technical expertise to handle the most complex projects, we partner with clients to 
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deliver revolutionary healthcare, medical and complex electromechanical products to the market. For more 

information, visit www.erigroup.com. 
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